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EDDY - Programme FORTRAN permettant d'extraire d'importantes particularités
des données d'essais effectues par courants de Foucault -

A la base du système CANSCAN

par

R.G. Jarvis
R.J. Cranston*

Le programme FORTRAN appelé EDDY a été conçu pour analyser les données
provenant de l'exploration par courants de Foucault des tubes de générateur
de vapeur. Il est écrit sous forme modulaire pour faciliter les dévelop-
pements futurs et il fait appel a des techniques de reconnaissance des
signaux mises au point par les auteurs dans la profilométrie des éléments
combustibles irradiés. Au cours d'une exploration, les signaux importants
sont détectés et extraits pour examen immédiat ou pour analyse plus
détaillée par la suite. Une variante du programme a servi dans le système
CANSCAN 'pour l'inspection automatique en service, par courants de Foucault,
des tubes de générateur de v-peur1.
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ABSTRACT

The FORTRAN program EDDY is designed to analyse data from eddy-
current scans of steam generator tubes. It is written in modular form,
for future development:, and it uses signal-recognition techniques that
the authors developed in the profilometry of irradiated fuel elements.
During a scan, significant signals are detected and extracted for
immediate attention or more detailed analysis later. A version of the
program was used in the CANSCAN system 'for automated eddy-current in-
service inspection of nuclear steam generator tubing1.
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ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED

EDDY - A FORTRAN PROGRAM TO EXTRACT SIGNIFICANT
FEATURES FROM EDDY-CURRENT TEST DATA - THE BASIS OF THE

CAMSCAN SYSTEM

by

R.G. Jarvis
R.J. Cranston*

INTRODUCTION

The program EDDY is designed to analyse data from eddy-current scans

of steam generator tubes. It will search for sections of data that are

significant and will store them on magnetic tape for more detailed analysis

later, or for immediate plotting. In addition it will single out anomalies

that call for immediate attention. Data that do not contain significant

events are destroyed and this is a very important action in that, on

average, about eighty percent of the original data will be discarded.

The FORTRAN language follows the recommendations of the American

National Standards Institute and the program is written in modular form so

that it can readily be adapted to a variety of situations. It is designed

to be implemented on a relatively small computer.

The basic recognition principles had already been developed for the

profilometry of nuclear fuel element sheaths, and they have the advantage

that the success of recognition is not dependent upon the detailed

structures of the events that are sought.

The program was first used to analyse data from the CANSCAN system,

for automated inspection of nuclear steam generator tubing - in particular

for the (Monel-AOO) tubes of the Pickering nuclear station. The CANSCAN

system is described by Wells(l).

The following report begins with descriptions of typical situations

and measurements, describes the general principles involved in the

analysis, follows this by a detailed description of the program, and ends

with some typical results.

*Now with G.K. Fleming and Associates, Thunder Bay, Ontario
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Part 1. General Description and Principles

A typical scanning operation

A CANSCAN inspection will be described because it is a typical

operation. The Wells report (1) should be consulted for more detail.

Very briefly, an eddy-current probe is inserted into a tube of the

heat exchanger and driven up the tube and round the hairpin bend, to emerge

at the other end. The probe is then withdrawn, in the reverse direction.

It makes measurements at one frequency in the forward pass and a different

frequency in the reverse pass.

The probe is shifted automatically from tube to tube and its location

is 'known' to the CANSCAN computer so that geometrical data for the

particular tube can be withdrawn from a construction-data bank, to use in

the analysis.

Probe signals are generated in analog form and certain operations are

performed in analog - notably the generation of running averages and noise

estimates. Finally, the signals are converted to digital form as input to

the EDDY program.

The signal from the probe was originally sampled at time intervals

corresponding to axial intervals of 0.1 mm but eventually it was possible

to increase this to 0.4 mm. At this latter rate, a typical forward or

reverse pass will have 50,000 measurement points. The probe inspection

speed is 0.5 m/s and the longest pass takes 40 s. With two probes working

at th'i same time, in neighbouring tubes, a complete cycle of two forward

passes and twc reverse passes, with probe shifting from tube to tube, takes

place every two minutes.

The analyses are performed at the same rate as the scans, on

already-completed runs (see later), and the results are immediately

available to the operator.
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Typical heat-exchanger geometry

At the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station, for each reactor there

are 12 heat exchangers, each containing 2600 tubes of 10.2 mm diameter.

The tubes enter and leave the exchanger through a 'tubesheet', 280 mm

thick. The longest tube is about 20 m in total length, made up of two

straight sections joined by a hairpin bend. Each tube passes through about

40 supports (lattice bars or baffle plates). In principle, the locations

of supports are known for each tube, but in practice there are occasional

discrepancies because of minor assembly changes.

Figure 1 shows a typical steam generator tube.

Terminology and units

A few special terms are used throughout this report.

'Events' are quite localized changes in signal, produced by supports

or by localized defects or deformations. They usually extend over a good

deal less than 200 mm. Most events are signals from lattice bars, baffle

plates, or the tubesheet, and are predictable in shape (in theory at

least!). The labels First Event and Second Event are reserved for the

signals from the portions of tube before the tubesheet, and the portion

inside the tubesheet, respectively, and the label Last Event covers the

signals produced by the tubesheet and the tube outside it, at the end of a

forward pass.

'Anomalous events' are changes occurring in sections that do not

correspond to known supports. Of course, an event at a support position

may contain an anomalous component if the tube is fretting or pitting at

that location.

'Broad events' are also significant changes in signal level but they

persist over a longer range of tube and their changes take place more

slowly. They are usually produced by large-scale deformations such as the

tube bends, and hence may be as much as 160 cm long.
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In this report, 'noise1 refers to fluctuations in signal without any

repetitive structure - usually several changes in directions occur in

distances of order 1 nan. The term 'ripple' is reserved for

fairly repetitive alternations on a longer scale of order 1 cm - the

'Pilger Noise', mentioned in the section on probe signals, is included in

this category. 'Drift' is a long-scale trend in average signal level.

Distances are measured in mm or cm, and signals are in volts.

Detailed objectives

The program must perform its analysis at the same rate as the probe

scans, and it must identify and extract the following significant

features:

normal events at support plates

distorted events at support plates

events between support locations (anomalies)

broad events

It should store samples of base-line data for future design work.

Events and their locations are to be sorted against the known

locations of supports. Anomalies (events with no corresponding support

locations) are to be listed and displayed for immediate attention.

When the significant features have been stored the remaining data are

to be discarded.

In detail, the output for each tube for each pass (forward and

reverse) appears in three forms.

a) Magnetic tape stores:

extracted signals - events and broad events, base-line samples
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b) Printed tables:

locations of supports as listed in the archives for the

particular tube

left and right shoulder-pairs for events that coincide with

support locations

left and right shoulder-pairs for events that lie between

support locations

listed support locations (if any) for which events were not

found

left and right shoulder-pairs for broad events

c) Plots:

for the points contained in each event an (X,Y) plot can be

drawn by the standard routines of the computer selected.

Analysis works on completed passes

Rather than attempt to analyse the data while it is collected, the

program works or>-_ step behind by analyzing the previous already- completed

pass.

There are several advantages in this. The success, or failure, of the

run is known and the amount of data to be analysed. The analysis can skip

forward or back through the data, as necessary, and there need be no

conflict of real-time priorities with the data-acquisition units.

However, the analysis takes place at the same rate as the scanning and

the last analysis will be finished within a very short time of the last

scan (two minutes or less).

Principles of event detection

The data is always scanned in the forward-pass direction, using

detection techniques tht̂ t have already been established and tested in the

p *v>filometry of nuclear fuel elements (Jarvis (2), Jarvis and Stoute (3)).
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The basic principle is to detect the boundaries of an event, so that

the data between these limits can be extracted. The method is hence not

sensitive to the actual shape of the signals making up the event between

the boundary points - such as the number of peaks or their shape.

The technique searches for 'shoulders' where the slope of the signal

shows a sharp increase and the magnitude of the departure from mean lpvel

is also significantly greater than local noise or ripple.

It is a characteristic of these eddy-current patterns that an event

that starts with a signal rising from the mean level must finish with a

signal coming down Co the mean level and vice versa. A typical event is

shown in Figure 2.

Adjustable parameters and sensitivity controls

The parameters that control the basic detection processes - the

sensitivities of the system - can readily be adjusted to suit altering

circumstances, or for use on a different generator. They control the

minimum change in shoulder slope that will be recognized, the discrimina-

tion against noise and against signal drift, and the minimum and maximum

event-widths that will be recognized.

For CANSCAN the minimum detectable defects were to be, a 0.3 mm

diameter hole through a tube wall, and 0.1 mm external eccentric-fretting

wear.

Signals from the eddy-current probes

The process of eddy-current inspection is described in detail by

Van Drunen, Cecco and Carter (4). For the purposes of this report, the

following details will suffice.

A probe produces an eddy-current in the tube wall, differing in both

amplitude and phase from the generating signal. It is customary to
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resolve the output into two perpendicular components, X and Y, such that X

is more sensitive to holes starting externally and Y more sensitive to

holes starting internally. Originally it was intended to analyze their

resultant vector, R = ( X 2 + Y 2 ) 3 , because it is sensitive to both types of

hole. Unfortunately, the Monel tubes exhibited considerable 'Pilger Noise',

caused by cyclic variations in tube-wall thickness, produced in

manufacture. The noise affected the X signal mainly, but it was large

enough to influence the resultant vector also. Hence, the program analysis

was restricted to the Y signal, with some loss of sensitivity to holes

starting externally. However, when a significant section of signal has

been detected, both the X and Y components from that section are stored and

both can be analysed in more detail later.

If, at a later date, the noise en X could be improved it would be a

comparatively simple change in the program to revert to 'analysing the

resultant.

Figure 2 shows the X signal, with a somewhat idealized event. A few

cycles of Pilger Noise (ripple) can be seen, with small-scale noise super-

imposed. The Y signal is similar but with much less Pilger Noise.

Since the probe speed along the tube axis is constant, and the time

sampling rate of its signals is also constant, the samples come at equal

intervals along the axis. They can thus be used as a dead-reckoning

measure of axial location (Z), provided that the starting position of the

scan is known.

The data points appear at intervals of 0.4 mm, and a certain amount of

smoothing is necessary to reduce the effects of short-time-scale noise. A

progressive average of the Y signal is carried over INT points at a time.

In digital form the actions would be: average INT consecutive points, move

the set by one point, repeat the process. In practice, there is too little

time to perform these operations digitally in the computers likely to be

used, and they perforce have been carried out in the analog data, by
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appropriate electronic circuits. Because of the finite time-constants of

the circuits, such an average corresponds to a less well-defined axial

range than for a digital calculation, but it is still perfectly adequate.

The averages are digitized at intervals such that the input to the

computer contains an average (YBAR) for every Y position. Eventually it

was found that, for the preliminary location of event shoulders, the above

density of YBAR was unnecessarily high and that it was sufficient to inspect

values at intervals of INT. This, of course, produced the bonus of a

reduction in computing time.

To determine whether a particular signal is significant it is

essential to have a local measure of noise. In digital iorm this would

probably involve some such process as fitting a line to each section of

data (probably by least squares) and then calculating the root-raean-square

or peak deviations from the line. Again, there is not time for a digital

calculation and it was necessary to go to an analog operation. The result

was more nearly a peak-to-peak measure (YPP), but it proved to be adequate.

To summarize, there are four streams of digital data: X and Y the

basic signals, YBAR the running average, and YPP the noise in the Y signal.

Hence for each axial position there is one of these quartets.
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Part 2. Details of the Computer Program

A general outline of program operations

The quartets of data (X,Y,YBAR,YPP) are stored in blocks (on disc).

They are transferred to central memory block by block, to Search Arrays

that each hold three blocks, in increasing order of Z. The two-dimensional

array XY holds X and Y pairs, and the one-dimensional arrays YPP and YBAR

hold the noise estimates and running average, respectively.

The search for events takes place in the Search Arrays in the bottom

third (lowest Z ) , but can pass into the middle third if an event straddles

the divide, or even into the top third in exceptional circumstances. After

search in the lowest third, the middle and top are moved down and a new

block is moved into the top third.

The left shoulder of an event is located by search in YBAR, in the

increasing Z directions, with calls ou YPP as necessary for noise

estimates. Then the search leapfrogs ahead by a safe margin and proceeds

to locate the corresponding right shoulder by searching back, in the

decreasing Z direction.

This search in the smoothed data, YBAR, locates events quite well, but

for later pattern recognition it may be advisable to know the event

boundaries more precisely. Hence, having found the approximate location of

an event, its more precise limits are found by a more intensive search in

the appropriate regions of the Y data ( that is, in the XY array). Then,

having found the precise boundaries of an event, all X and Y points inside

the boundaries are recorded.

During the search of YBAR, it is also sampled at intervals and stored

separately in the array YBL as a measure of base-line behaviour (storage

from an event location is suppressed). After the whole pass has been

scanned for events, this assembled base-line store YBL is searched for

broad events.
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Finally, the Z limits of events and broad events are recorded and the

list is compared with the list of known locations of all types of supports

for that particular tube. Events r.ot corresponding to support locations

are listed separately as Anomalous, for immediate attention.

Both the forward pass and the reverse pass are analysed in the same

direction - increasing Z. The data handling for the reverse pass is a

little more complicated because the signals are originally obtained and

stored in decreasing order of Z.

The data selected from the event regions can also be plotted as X,Y

diagrams - there will be approximately forty of these per tube. Some

typical examples are shown in Reference (4).

The mean Y signal - YBAR

As explained in Part 1, a travelling average of the Y signal is

obtained by analog circuits, over an effective range of INT positions. The

result is digitized at every Z position and stored as the array YBAR.

A measure of noise - YPP

The analog measure of peak-to-peak noise, mentioned in Part 1, is

digitized at every Z position and stored as the array YPP.

Quartets of input data

There are four parallel strings of input data and there is a quartet,

X and Y - the basic signals,

YBAR - the running average of Y,

YPP - the measure of noise

for each Z position. After digitizing, the data is stored temporarily on

disc.
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2 co-ordinates

The Z co-ordinate describes position along a tube axis, relative to a

Datum Position close to the entry end of the tube. The rate of data

sampling determines the Z increment and the value finally selected was

0.4 mm.

Input data transfer

For each point the quartet is stored in the order X,Y,YBAR,YPP* Each

bJock on disc can hold 1520 quarters, followed by 64 words of miscellaneous

information, for a total of 6144 words. The last word of information is

the number of quartets stored in that particular block.

From a block on disc the data is transferred directly to the one-

dimensional buffer array DATA (6144).

Search arrays and the search for shoulders

There are three Search Arrays: XY(456O,2), YBAR(4560) and YPP(4560).

Each array is operated in three equal sections, bottom third Section

#1, middle third Section #2, and top third Section #3. It can be seen that

each section can hold the appropriate signals from one buffer loading.

The program starts by passing the contents of the first three

consecutive blocks, through the buffer, to fill the search arrays

completely.

The search for shoulders takes place in Section #1 of YBAR, with calls

on appropriate YPP when necessary. If a left shoulder is found near the

tin of Se .;Ion #1, the search for the companion right shoulder can continue

into Section #2 and even into Section #3 if an unusually long event were to

turn up.
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When the bounds of an event are finally located, the signals X and Y

in it are removed from the XY array for permanent storage on magnetic

tape.

After Section #1 has been searched, the data in Sections #2 and #3 are

all moved down by one section and more data are brought into the now vacant

Section #3.

Basic parameters for definitions

Certain parameters are chosen to suit the particular combination of

program and apparatus.

NPB quartets are contained in a block.

ZINC is the Z increment between points.

Certain other parameters could, in principle, be adjusted. However,

in practice, this might involve rather inconvenient changes in array sizes

and other storage requirements.

INT points are taken in each average for YBAR.

NRIP points are taken for a Ripple average (see later).

NBA sections, each of INT points, are used for a base-line

average (see later).

Parameters connected with events

For handling and storage the following maxima are set:

NFE points are allotted to the First Event

NSE points are allotted to the Second Event

NLE points are allotted to the Last Event

NIXE is the maximum number of Intervals in an event - that is,

NIXE X INT points

ZWBE is the maximum width; in Z units, of a broad event
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In the comparison of event shoulders and support locations an

allowance is made for uncertainty in the support location and for

uncertainty in the Z co-ordinate given by the dead-reckoning of probe

position.

Parameters that define sensitivity

The parameters in this group control detection levels:

DMN is the minimum acceptable YBAR Increment in the test for a

shoulder

DFT is the maximum acceptable drift in YBAR across an event

YSIG is the minimum absolute signal level for Y in an event

NPE is the minimum number of points needed to define an event

BSIG is the minimum acceptable base-line increment in the test

for a broad event

YPSIG is the minimum noise level recognized - this is to avoid

numerical problems in the program execution (see later)

Some of the parameters may have to be 'tuned' when the system is first

set up in the field. There will probably be different values for each set

of heat exchangers.

Parameters describing a particular tube

There is a variety of tube-support patterns and specific information

must be supplied for each tube.

NSP is the number of supports, and their Z co-ordinates are

stored in the ZSP array.

ZDAT is the reference Z co-ordinate assigned to the Datum

Position.
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Parameters describing a particular pass

Each tube differs in length and hence in the number of data positions

and number of blocks of data. For a particular tube:

NBF is the number of blocks of da'ca in a forward pass

NBT is the total number of blocks of data taken by both forward

and reverse passes

The program structure

The program structure and calls of the sub-routines are shown in

Figure 3.

EDDY is the outer program. It calls in parameters describing the tube

under test and makes the necessary adjustments for handling the data in

forward or reverse passes.

Most of the work is done by EFIND, by calls on the remaining

sub—routines.

FINP and INP control the input of data, using the storing and shifting

routines STR and SFT-

The routines TRL and TRR identify left and right shoulders,

respectively, using calculations of ripple from CRIP, and a check on drift

in FLAT. The location of the shoulders is then found more precisely by

TEV.

Broad events are detected by BIGE.

Finally, SORTE sorts event locations against support locations.
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The control program EDDY

In long-terra storage are:

basic parameters of the technique

the parameters limiting the recognition of an event

sensitivity parameters

The input, for a particular tube, contains:

support locations

the Z datum point

NBF tape blocks from the forward pass

NBT-NBF tape blocks from the reverse pass

an indicator that both passes were completed

EDDY calls the sub-routine EFIND to analyse the forward pass, and

again for the reverse pass.

For the forward pass:

set flags to control input

call EFIND

For the reverse pass:

set flags to control input

call EFIND

Sub-routine EFIND (MKIP)

The procedure is the same for forward and reverse passes except that

allowance must be made for the data's being stored in reverse order during

the reverse pass•

For an incomplete pass MKIP=O, and for a completed pass MKIP=1.
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The most important operations are:

a) Read in tne first three blocks and load arrays XY, YBAR and YPP,

using sub-routine FINP.

b) Preserve NFE points, to cover the First Event.

c) Preserve the next NSE points, to cover the Second Event.

d) Open the main control loop, for general data input and searches.

e) Input data blocks whenever necessary to re-fill XY, YBAR and YPP,

using sub-routine INP.

f) Store base-line data in the YBL array. The base-line is a

sampling of YBAS at intervals of 2,INT points.

g) Store averages of YBAR in the array BAV, to use for broad event

search. The averages are taken over NBA.INT points.

Note: Both YBL and BAV are taken from regions between events and

their storage is frozen while an event is being detected,

h) Search through YBAR, for a left shoulder, using the TRL sub-

routine. The search advances by steps of INT points (one

'interval'), in the increasing Z direction.

i) If a left shoulder is found, calculate local 'ripple' using the

sub-routine CRIP, and leapfrog beyond by NIXE intervals (the

maximum width for an event) to look for a 'flat' section, using

sub-routine FLAT,

j) From the flat section search back, by decreasing Z, for a right

shoulder, using the sub-routine TRR.

k) The locations of left and right shoulders are then refined, using

sub-routine TEV, working in full density of Y values. If the

event width lies between the permitted minimum (NPE points) and

maximum (NIXE.INT points), the corresponding X and Y, from array

XY, are preserved and the locations of the shoulders are stored in

array IZE. If the event fails the tests, YBL and BAV are

un-frozen, and the skipped points from the failed-event region are

added to YBL and BAV.

1) Close the main loop for further search when the last block has

been inspected.
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Note: When the search comes to the last block the final NLE

points are extracted and stored as the Last Event,

m) Search for broad events through the averages stored in BAV, using

the sub-routine BIGE. The shoulder-pairs are stored in the array

ZBE.

n) Events are compared with support positions to see whether support

locations in ZSP lie within the event shoulders in IZE. The

results are stored in two arrays: ZESP holds shoulders of events

in coincidence with support locations, ZE holds shoulders of

events detected between support locations.

Note: The formal parameter MKiP allows for special output

arrangements if a particular pass was not completed.

Sub-routine STR (NST, JSP, MKFR)

This storage routine transfers NST quartets of data from the buffer

array DATA, to the arrays XY, YBAR and YPP.

MKFR = +1 for a forward pass.

MKFR = -1 for a reverse pass.

If the data come from a reverse pass the order of storage must be reversed

during their transfer. In both cases the NST locations start at position

(JSP+1) in the arrays XY, YBAR and YPP.

If MKFR = +1, the four signals in the first quartet are found at:

X in DATA(l); Y in DATA(2);

YBAR in DATA(3); YPP in DATA(4).

Quartet NST is transferred from:

X in DATA(4.NST-3); Y in DATA(4.NST-2);

YBAR in DATA(4.NST-1); YPP in P.:/1V'4.NST).
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If MKFR = -1, the first quartet is found at:

X in DATA(4.NST-3); Y in DATA(4.NST-2);

YBAR in DATA(4.NST-1); YPP in DATA(4.NST).

Quartet NST is found at:

X in DATA(l); Y in DATA(2);

YBAR in DATA(3); YPP in DATA(4).

Sub-routine SFT (NSHS JSP)

SFT is a shifting routine that will move down data in XY, YBAR and

YPP, ready for a call on the storage operation to enter more data.

In each array NSH elements, occupying positions (JSP+1) through (JSP+

NSH) are moved down to occupy positions (1) through (NSH).

Sub-routine FINP

FINP is a special input routine to enter the first three blocks of

data, via the buffer array DATA, and to store them in XY, YBAR and YPP. It

uses the sub-routine STR.

The first NFE points are extracted as First Event, and the following

NSE points as Second Event.

Depending on the size of NFE and NSE, appropriate calls are made on

SFT to move down data and on STR to bring in more data, so that XY, YBAR

and YPP are ready for the general search for events.

All subsequent data entry is handled through the regular in^:t routine

INP.

For a reverse pass the very first block will probably not be full

(just as the very last block is not usually full on the forward pass), and

the routine will allow for this in its storage commands.
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Sub-routine INP

INP is the general Input routine, to bring in blocks of data via the

buffer array DATA, to keep filled the XY, YBAR and YP? arrays.

As the lower sections of the search arrays are investigated, the

routine is called to shift down upper sections, by calls on SFT, and to

load fresh data via DATA, with calls on STR.

The last block or blocks will hold the second transit of the

tubesheet and the exit from it. The routine will extract the final NLE

points to represent the Last Event.

Sub-routine TRL

EF1ND searches through the YBAR array and selects test points at

intervals of INT points. At each test point, IR, the TRL routine is called

to check it as an approximate left shoulder, and there are three

requirements.

First, there must be a significant change in gradient and second, the

rise must persist over about two intervals so that the test can reject noise

peaks that may rise sharply but have small amplitude- The two requirements

are combined in one test, involving the two test points preceding IR and the

next-but-one test point.

The test parameter is

DEV=YBAR(IR+2.INT)-^[YBAR(IR-INT)+YBAR(IR-2.INT)]

and the level of significance is DMN, the appropriate sensitivity

parameter. That is, the point IR is a potential left shoulder if

| DEV | > DMN.
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At this stage, a measure of ripple, XFL, is calculated by a call on

CRIP, for use later.

The third requirement for a shoulder is that the signal leading into

it be reasonably 'flat1, that the local fluctuations In signal be less than

an appropriate combination of noise and ripple.

For noise, YNOISE, the nearby value YPP(IR-INT) is used. To prevent

an occasional very low noise level from altering the effective recognition

l«vel, it is assumed that YNOISE has a minimum value YPSIG.

The second test then becomes

| YBAR(IR-INT)-YBAR(IR-2.INT) | <2-0 YNOISE + 0.4 RPL

where the multipliers of YNOISE and RPL hava been chosen more or less by

trial and error.

If the left shoulder starts with an up-going signal MRKL=+1, and if

with a down-going signal MRKL=-1.

Sub-routine FLAT

When a possible left shoulder has been located, FLA"" is the test for a

suitable area to start a search for the corresponding right shoulder.

The area must be 'flat', in that the local deviations must be small

compared with noise and ripple. Also, the average signal level in the flat

must be close enough to the signal level in the flat area leading to the

left shoulder - this is really a limit on drift.

HTL is the average signal level in the flat section preceding the left

shoulder.

DFT is a sensitivity parameter for drift.
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YNOISE and RPL are the noise and ripple in the left shoulder region.

The test for drift is,

| YBAR(IR) - HTL j <2.YNOISE + DFT + RPL

that is, the elevation is close to the elevation of the left shoulder.

The test for flatness is

| YBAR(IR+INT)-YBAR(IR) | + | YBAR(IR+2.INT)-YBAR(IR+INT) | <3.YNOISE

that is, the sum of two adjacent differences Is less than three times

noise.

Sub-routine CRIP

The ripple RPL, calculated by this routine is used in both left and

right shoulder tests.

In this context, ripple is the longer-distance-scale variation, as

opposed to local noise. It is obtained from the running set of NRIP

samples of YBAR that are maintained in the ripple array RIP during

operations of EFIND. Note that since the samples are taken at intervals of

INT, the ripple estimate really covers a range of NRIP.INT points.

A straight lina is fitted to the NRIP values in RIP and the largest

positive-going deviation, RIPX, and largest negative-going deviation, RIPN,

are calculated.

The ripple is then

RPL = RIPX + | RIPN |
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Sub-routine TRR

The routine is a test for approximate location of a right shoulder and

is very similar to TRL.

The test parameter, for a point IR, is

DEV=YBAR(IR-2.INT)-%[YBAR(IR+INT) + YBAR(IR+2.INT)]

and the point IR is a potential right shoulder if

| DEV | > DMN

The area must also be reasonably flat,

| YBAR(IR+INT)-YBAR(IR+2.INT) | < 2.0 YNOISE + 0 . 4 RPL

If the event ends at the right shoulder with a down-coming signal

MRKR=+1, if with an up-coming signal MRKR=-1.

If the MRKL flag from the left shoulder does not match the MRKR from

the right shoulder, the event is disallowed.

Sub-routine TEV (JRL, JRR, IIL, IIR)

Considerable computer time is saved by the search for approximate

locations of shoulders because it works on samples of YBAR at intervals of

INT points. However, each location is hence uncertain by + INT points.

The TEV routine is designed to improve the accuracy, to the nearest

point, and hence it works on Y values rather than YBAR. The increased

mathematical complexity can be afforded because the routine is only called

when a pair of shoulders has been found.
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The formal parameters IRL and IRR are the indices of the approximate

locations, and the indices IIL and IIR refer to the more precise

locations.

First, a straight line is fitted to the Y's, by least squares, to act

as a reference for tests. The fit uses, at one end, the INT points lying

just before the left-shoulder IRL, and at the other end, the INT points

lying just after the right shoulder IRR. The standard deviation for these

points, YSTD, is also calculated to use as a measure of noise.

Y values are examined for a left shoulder starting from the point

(IRL-2.INT). The two necessary conditions are that the Y signal be greater

than the sensitivity parameter YSIG, and the deviation from the straight

line be greater than three noise measures, 3.YSTD. Hence the point (IYL)

is a left shoulder if,

| Y(IYL) | > YSIG

| Y(IYL) - Y(line) I > 3.YSTD

A similar search is made in the other direction, for the right

shoulder, starting at (IRR + 2.INT). The point IYR is a right shoulder if

| Y(IYR) | > YSIG

j Y(IYR) - Y(line) | > 3.YSTD

Finally, a somewhat larger region of points is defined for

preservation,

from IIL = IYL - INT

to IIR = IYR + INT

On the return to EFIND' the base-line stores are adjusted to fit in

with the revised locations of the shoulders.
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Sub-routine BIGE

During the search for events in EFIND, averages of YBAR are stored in

array BAV, each average representing NBA.INT points. The search for broad

events is conducted by BIGE, using the averages in BAV.

A point J is a left shoulder if

| DEV | > BSIG

where BSIG is a sensitivity parameter, and

DEV = %[BAV(J+1) + BAV(J+2)J - BAV(J)

There is a similar test for a right shoulder at the point K, using

DEV H ^[BAV(K-2) + BAV(K-l)] - BAV(K)

The maximum width of a broad event, in Z units, must be less than

ZWBE.

Sub-routine SORTE

The locations of left and right shoulder pairs are compared with

support locations and are sorted into two arrays. One contains shoulders

that bracket support locations, and the other contains shoulders that occur

between supports.

IZE(80,2) holds all event locations.

ZSP(5O) holds support positions.

ZESP(50,2) holds events at supports.

ZE (50,2) holds events between supports.

in the comparison it may be necessary to include a parameter to allow

for uncertainty in support location or Z value.
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Part 3• Typical Operations

Parameters for a typical scan

Parameters basic to the program are:

NPB = 1520 quartets of data in a block

INT = 10 points in an interval

ZINC = 0.4 mm between points

the YBAR average is taken over INT points

NRIP = 10 points in a ripple average

NBA = 10 intervals in a base-line average

Allocations for events are:

NFE = 400 points in the First Event

NSE = 1250 points in the Second Event

NLE = 1050 points in the Last Event

NIXE = 50 intervals maximum event width

NPE = 20 points minimum event width

ZWBE = 160 cm maximum broad event width

Parameters controlling detection and definition limits in signal are:

DMN = 20 mV minimum YBAR increment

YSIG = 100 mV minimum Y increment

DFT = 100 mV maximum drift of YBAR

BSIG = 200 mV minimum base-line increment

YPSIG = 5 mV effective zero noise level

Output from two test runs

The probe and the program were tested and calibrated in the laboratory,

on generator tubes with drilled holes to simulate defects.
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Table 1 has extracts from the results of one such run.

The simulated defects were located at: Z = 50 cm, Z = 1526,

Z = 1630 cm, 2 = 1733 cm.

The first section of the table contains some of the shoulder-pairs for

events that coincided with support locations.

The second section has anomalous events that occurred between support

locations.

The third section lists the shoulders for two broad events.

There are two important things to notice. Firstly, the simulated

defects have been detected and are bracketed nicely by their shoulders in

the second section. Secondly, two of the events, shoulders (662.7, 664.7)

and (767.7, 769.6), respectively, were superimposed on the first broad

event, and the event at (871.8, 872.8) was superimposed on the second broad

event.

Figure 4 has compressed data from the whole of another tube scan. It

shows three events superimposed on a broad event (labelled 'Wide Anomaly' in

the figure).
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Table 1

Results of a Test Run

Distances are measured in cm from the Datum Point. The simulated defects

were located at: 50 cm, 1526 cm, 1630 cm, 1733 cm.

Shoulders of Events that Coincide with Supports

(0.1, 9.0) (9.1, 38.3) (43.1, 47.5)

(56.8, 58.8) (70.2, 72.2) (83.9, 85.9)

(662.7, 664.7) (767.7, 769.6) (871.8, 873.8)

(939.1, 942.1) - - (1735.4, 1739.1)

Shoulders of Anomalous Events

(49.7, 51.7) (1526.0, 1528.1) (1629.4, 1631.4)

(1732.3, 1734.4)

Shoulders of Broad Events

(654.2, 770.2) (862.2, 900.2)
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